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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Even though Sri Lanka appears to have successfully
navigated through Covid-19 so far, the world is far
from it. This global situation has severely impacted
the ITF, due to the cancellation of events and
income generation being depleted. The SLTA has
maintained a good relationship with the ITF even
during these trying times, and is under negotiations
for further funding and development support for the
game.

EDITORIAL

It has been business as usual at SLTA, with courts
being full with players both young and young at
heart. The General Secretary, the development staff
and myself have been visiting our member clubs to
reactivate the unused tennis courts around the

Welcome to the

September 2020 issue of

'Baseline', the official e-magazine of Sri Lanka
Tennis.
This issue presents a compilation of instructional

country.

tennis fitness, rule clarifications, current rankings,
Congratulations and well played to all the winners

review and results from the Clay Court Nationals,

and participants of the recently concluded Clay

competitions and many other interesting sections.

Court Nationals!
We are happy to feature words from local legend
Jayendra Wijesekera, where he shares some
valuable experiences from his playing days which is
applicable even now!
Iqbal bin Issack
President SLTA

I thank my staff, contributors, sponsors and well
wishers for making this edition of Baseline a
success!
Happy Reading!

Guyanga Weerasekera
Editor
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TOURNAMENT REVIEW

CLAY
COURT
NATIONALS
2020

KAVINKA FERNANDO
The realities of the pandemic left Sri Lanka and its tennis community with a
lack of court action during the last few months but with restrictions eased,
competitive tennis got underway with the Clay Court Nationals Tennis
Tournament 2020 marking the resumption of the season. Held from the 21st
to the 29th of August, the tournament was organized by the Sri Lanka Tennis
Association (SLTA).
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Scheduled to be played earlier this year in March, and being
postponed due to obvious reasons, the Men’s and Women’s
events did not fail to disappoint in this Grade One
tournament with a few notable performances and expected
players making the cut quite comfortably.
DE SILVA DELIVERS
The draw was blown wide open early on at the top half with
the exit of tournament favorite and top seed Sharmal
Dissanayake due to personal reasons. One of the most eyecatching performances in the top half came from the 15year-old Kiran Vairavanathan beating two seeded players
and stretching Savith Weerasinghe to a tie-break in the
second set after losing the first set 7/5. However,
Weerasinghe proved to be too strong and booked a semifinal matchup with Sankha Athukorale. The unseeded
Weerasinghe once again came up trumps and reached the
final in a convincing manner with a final score of 7/5,6/3.
Back in the bottom half, seventh seed Yasitha De Silva
steamrolled his way to the final but not without Thehan
Wijemanne, who beat second seeded Akila Vimukthi, asking
some questions of him in the semi-final. Having been pushed
to the limit in the first set 7/6(5), De Silva saw his way
through the second set 6/2. And so, with two players who
had not dropped a set during the whole tournament, the
stage was set. After a rather comfortable first set winning
6/2, De Silva had to earn his title with Weerasinghe pushing
him in the second set. De Silva however, using his vast
experience, won 7/5 and was crowned the ‘King of Clay’ for
the year 2020 - a truly deserving win.
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SENEVIRATNE SERVES UP ANOTHER WIN
Surprises were far and few in the women’s main
event with the tournament favorites heading into the
latter

stages

of

the

tournament

with

many

interesting matches along the way. However, there
was a top half stumble with the top seed Janali
Manamperi losing out to Savini Jayasuriya 6/4, 2/6,
5/7 in the semi-final and thus placed herself in the
final.
Her opponent, however, did not have a relatively
comfortable path. Second seeded Anika Seneviratne
faced a couple of tricky opponents along the way,
starting from the round of 16 match against Oneli
Perera

eventually

winning

6/2,

5/7,

10/3.

Seneviratne’s persistence paid off again against
Neyara Weerawansa in another three-set match in
the semi-final with the final score on the board
showing 4/6, 6/3, 6/2.
In the final, it was a relatively comfortable win for
the bottom seed with Seneviratne ploughing her way
through against Jayasuriya 6/2, 6/1 and achieving
the ‘Queen of Clay’ title for the year 2020 – another
to add to her already remarkable CV in her tennis
career. The tournament referee was Dharaka
Ellawalla and was powered by HNB and Hutch.
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CLAY COURT NATIONALS

OPEN CHAMPIONS
MEN'S OPEN
SINGLES

Yasitha
Finalist

-

De

Savit

WOMEN'S OPEN
SINGLES

Silva

Anika

Weerasinghe

Finalist

MEN'S OPEN
DOUBLES

Yasitha
Sankha
Finalists

-

De

Vibudha

Savini

Jayasuriya

WOMEN'S OPEN
DOUBLES

Silva

Tuvini

Atukorale

Savit

Seneviratne

-

Neyara

Weerasinghe

Finalists

Wijebandara

De

Alwis

Weerawansa

-

Savini

Janali

Jayasuriya

Manamperi

MIXED
DOUBLES

Neyara

Weerawansa

Sankha
Finalists
T

-

Atukorale

Anika

Seneviratne

Dineshkanthan
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JUNIOR RESULTS
U12

BOYS SINGLES

GIRLS SINGLES

Champion

Ganuka

Fernando

Dinara

Runner

Gehash

Tissera

Onali

Up

De

De

Silva

Silva

BOYS SINGLES

GIRLS SINGLES

Champion

Matheesha

Hasali

Runner

Thilina

U14
Up

Nettasinghe

Dissanayake

Ruvi

Gajaba

Lewkebandara

BOYS SINGLES

GIRLS SINGLES

Champion

Wenuka

Saajida

Runner

Vichinthya

U16
Up

U18

Kithnula
Nilaweera

Ruvi

Razick

Lewkebandara

BOYS SINGLES

GIRLS SINGLES

Champion

Thehan

Oneli

Runner

Dhilvan

Up

U14
Champions

Runner

Up

Champions

Runner

Up

U18
Champions

Runner

Up

Herath

Perera

Savini

Jayasuriya

BOYS DOUBLES

GIRLS DOUBLES

Sandaru

Binudi

Guruge

Ransath

Peiris

Thisanda
Manesh

U16

Wijemanne

Bellanaarachchi

Kajan

Wijayawardane

Senulya

Wijayawardane

Nesangi

Hemakumara

Ruvi

Lewkebandara

BOYS DOUBLES

GIRLS DOUBLES

Jaitra

De

Hasali

Gajaba

Zaidh

Zihar

Minuki

Wanniarachchi

Wenuka
Kiran

Saram

Kithnula

Vairavanathan

Preethikaa
Tuvini

De

Chandramohan

Alwis

BOYS DOUBLES

GIRLS DOUBLES

Dhilvan

Alana

Seneviratne

Anika

Seneviratne

Oneli

Perera

Herath

Shivendra
Pasindu
Sethum

Perera

Bandara
Kumarasiri

Sethmi

Sumanaweera
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COACHING
CORNER
11

COACH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT UPDATE
The Coach education department has been organising events and workshops for the
month of September as usual.
The monthly coaches’ workshop was held on September 16th 2020 with more than
40 participants.
T. Bahirathan
Director Coach
Education Department

Following sessions were conducted on:
“Knowing the rules” by Anjana De Silva (White badge Chair umpire) and Dharaka
Ellawela (Silver badge referee).

“Player Development Pathway” by Davis Cup player and Coach to many top juniors, Thangarajah
Dineshkanthan.
Coaching Course
We are pleased to announce that the “ITF Play Tennis” coaching course was held from August 31st – 3rd
September at SLTA for 13 participants. Throughout the course participants were very much engaged in the
sessions, and it was encouraging to see national players also attending the course to gain knowledge about
the coaching aspects of the game. Thank you to Tutors Mr. Hariprashanth and Mr. Anupa Maththamagoda
for conducting the course successfully.
Following coaches were qualified as a “PLAY TENNIS INSTRUCTORS”
Mr. Dinusha Wijesooriya
Mr. Gayankumar Nagaraja
Miss. Rukshika Wijesooriya
Mr. Dilip Kumara
Mr. Sureshkumar Konnandi
Mr. Dodanwela Hareendra
Mr. Shajol Delowan Hossain
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COACHES' VIEW

DOUBLES
TOP TIPS
GANA SUBRAMANIAM

Playing

doubles

is

an

exceptionally valuable part of
tennis, it can teach players
many lessons.
Emphasis on doubles will make
them

much

better

singles

players as well as adding to
their skill set and making them
more complete tennis players.

Doubles underlines tennis basics, helps with strategic aspects, and educates teamwork, leadership and
emotional control. Unfortunately, the modern tennis player in Sri Lanka and abroad is predominantly
focusing on singles and the doubles game is being neglected, even though many Davis Cup and Fed Cup
ties have been decided by the doubles rubber.
Doubles, when played with its due importance is an extremely exciting aspect of our sport.
The five doubles tips below are to improve your doubles game whether you are an up and coming junior,
a seasoned tournament player or a weekend club player.

1. TAKE OVER THE NET
The most fundamental strategy amongst
doubles specialist. Both players to the net at
the first instance, will give your team a higher
percentage on winning points.
First to the net attitude will rush the
opponents and force errors off them.

2. MOVE SIDE TO SIDE AT THE NET
FOLLOWING THE BALL
When at net move with the partner, following
the ball i.e. if opponent has hit to the partners
corner, move towards the partner to cover
the middle.
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3. HIT THE BALL AT OPPONENT’S FEET
Regardless of the opponents position,
whether on the approach to the net, or when
opponents are at net, aim to hit to the
opponents feet or keep the ball low with a lot
of slice shots.

4. HIT THE GROUND STROKE DEEP
During a baseline to baseline rally, make
sure the shots are deep and does not give
opportunity for the opponent to attack.
Using the full width of the doubles court.

5. ATTACK THE CENTRE
If both opponents are at the net, aim
between the two players i.e. hit the center
to create confusion.

Ganendran Subramaniam
ITF Level 2 Qualified Coach
USPTA - Elite Professional
Former National Doubles Champion
Former Davis Player
Played Jr Wimbledon 1982
Founder and Head Coach of Colombo Tennis Academy
ganasubs@gmail.com
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RANKINGS
#1 Ashleigh Barty
#2 Simona Halep
@sltennis.lk
#3 Naomi Osaka

FOR OFFICIAL UPDATES,
NEWS, TENNIS TIPS,
INTERVIEWS, COMPETITIONS
AND MANY MORE...
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TENNIS FITNESS
H20 is the most valuable source on the planet,
second to Oxygen, which is under utilised. Let's
discuss how H2O relates to tennis.
Hydration

HYDRATION
FOR TENNIS
RANIL
HARSHANA

#1 reason for hydration is 60-70%+ of your body
weight consists of fluids including blood. As tennis
players are battling hot & humid weather, players
need to monitor not only hydration levels, also
electrolytes levels to perform better on a daily basis on court. Not having this basic nutrients
will hinder your health, fitness & tennis progress.
Top 4 reasons why Hydration is important:
1. Water transports nutrients back and forth for energy production and metabolic waste
products out of the system. This primary function is key to healthy life & well being.
2. When you engage in physical activity your body produces heat which causes an increase in
blood pressure, heart rate, body temperature and the body will automatically sweat (water &
electrolytes) to reduce this high temperature as a cooling mechanism.
3. Lubricates your joints & cells.
4. As for Tennis players it’s important for performance, growth , injury prevention & recovery.
Dehydration
When you do not properly hydrate the body it warns you in 3 stages.
Alarm 1: Thirst, Muscles cramps, Flushed skin
Note: This stage especially if you are Tennis players, you need to stop the activity, cool your
body down and take rehydration drinks and monitor the situation
Alarm 2: Dizziness, Vomiting, Nausea, Chills, Shortness of breath
At this stage immediate medical attention is need evaluated by Doctor and Intravenous
rehydration and other medical intervention is needed
Alarm 3: Heat Stroke
Note: Never neglect stage 2 as if you reach stage 3 this when Emergency medical care is
needed as this could even be fatal as death.

This is not only in theory, in my experience of training multiple pro athletes in different
countries we engage in daily monitoring of hydration in conjunction with other nutrients,
Technical, S&C, and Recovery sessions.
We also use hi-tech equipment and lab work to consider factors as in high level completion
since 1% fluid loss will decrease fitness, blood volume, electrolytes, ability to contract muscles
& cognitive skills. If you are competitive players you don’t want to lose by simply neglecting
hydration. DO YOU?
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Mentioned below are a few economical tips any junior, senior or recreational players can adhere to
Note:
Before Starting any physical activity or sports its is advisable take a full medical & nutrition check up. Talk
to your doctor and proceed with your sports
TIPS:
1. As a habit check your body weight when properly hydrated, and then post Tennis/Fitness sessions
recheck to consider the weight loss which is usually water via sweat & metabolism. which in turn needs to
be replaced with water & hydration to bring it back to normal level.
2. Upon waking up in the morning check the urine color, ideally it should be the color of Lemonade, if its
too dark you could be already dehydrated.
3. Water requirement varies according to the players weight, metabolism, muscle mass, geographical
location etc however for adult players, international norms are 2.7-3.7 Liters of water (this could vary
based on the individual requirement).
Note: Water is not only H20 it also includes what you consume as fruits, vegetables, coffee, tea, milk,
coconut water etc.
4. Sample timing for hydration:
• 2 hours prior to Tennis : 400ml-600ml
• During Tennis every 15-20minutes : 150-350ml
• After Tennis : 400-650 ml for 1lb of body weight loss during the session
Rehydration & sports drinks
Before we discuss about Sports drinks we need to understand Electrolytes.
Electrolytes consists of minerals in your body especially in blood, urine, tissue & body fluid which has an
electric charge this is specially important for muscle contraction & it balances the amount of water in your
body.
Top 3 Electrolytes are sodium, potassium & chloride. The only accurate way to gauge the level of
electrolytes is by getting a blood test. This will identify if you have appropriate amounts or lacking
electrolytes. Low levels of electrolytes can cause seizers, coma, cardiac issues etc. Also remember over
hydration & electrolytes could cause dizziness, nausea, heart arrhythmia, fluctuation or your pulse etc.
Sports drinks not only contain water, its comes with electrolytes & carbohydrates etc. ideal for
Professional players, however do not depend on these as these are quick fixes for professional athletes.
Always stick to natural sources of food & hydration. if you must take supplements or sports drinks, consult
your Doctor as these typically have artificial preservatives, colors, flavors or banned substances.

RANIL HARSHANA
DFN,CPT,CGFT,PES,CES,MMACS,CSSC,SET,SSN, FT (USA), PTS(UK) ,Reiki (Level2)
International High Performance Coach,Author,Presenter www.Strengthattack.com (R)
(Combat Sports) www.Tennisbpm.com (R)
www.Livefitonline.com
IG & Twitter @Ranilharshana (Coach Ran) YT: strengthattack.com
During his 22+year career locally and internationally he was apart of many world class medal winners, title holders in sports top
end Tennis, Badminton & Combat sports. training athletes in multiple countries, include SEA Games, Asian Games, Olympics
/Paralympics and other Pro athletes in World & Asian events in Tennis, Badminton & Combat sports.
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TENNIS PSYCHOLOGY
Being student athletes, it is important to focus on both,
studies and sports. It is essential to explore sporting
options and yet pursue education as well, primarily
because education enables you to understand concepts
and gain confidence in your life at a later stage. But how
can one balance sports and academics ?

BALANCING
SPORTS AND
STUDIES
KEERTHANA
SWAMINATHAN

● Understand that balancing both sports and education is tough, but not impossible. It might seem tough to
balance due to the overlapping schedules and fatigue levels, but there is a way to manage it.
● Fix up your goals, in both, sport and academics. While most of us prioritise sports or academics, it is
essential to set goals for both, side by side in parallel so that you can plan both accordingly. A realistic plan
will always help you stay committed and motivated. Make sure your goals are realistic, specific and
measurable. Once you set your goals you can prioritise your tasks easily.
● Time and energy management is key. It is crucial that you manage your time and energy efficiently and
effectively. Here's what you can do to manage both.
Step 1 is to write a list of time wasters,
things that make you feel drained and
unproductive. You would be surprised to
find out that a lot of the things you do
during a break would fall under the 'time
wasters' category. This could include
watching the news excessively, obsessively
scrolling through your phone, etc.
You do need things to refresh your mind, but make sure things that you do during your break actually makes
you feel refreshed. Once you do this, you will realize that you have plenty of time to do better things.
Plan, Prioritise, Proceed - prioritise tasks and activities based on your goals. Few things might seem
important, or may not. But once you plan your day and prioritise tasks, you would definitely proceed and not
procrastinate.
Always remember to take things one step at a time. If you look at the tasks to do as a whole, it might seem
overwhelming and we might end up giving up. Instead, when you plan and prioritise and take things one step
at a time, you become more efficient and you will be able to focus a lot better.

DO YOU NEED HELP ON YOUR MENTAL GAME?
CONTACT KEERTHANA
KEERTHANA@THINKTRAINPERFORM.COM

KEERTHANA SWAMINATHAN
Sports and Performance Psychologist
Think. Train. Perform
Email : keerthana@thinktrainperform.com
Website: www.thinktrainperform.com
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KNOW YOUR RULES
This month let's learn about

CONTINUOUS PLAY
As a principle, play should be continuous, from the time the match starts (when
the first service of the match is put in play) until the match finishes.
a) Between points, a maximum of twenty-five (25) seconds is allowed. When
the players change ends at the end of a game, a maximum of ninety (90)
seconds are allowed. However, after the first game of each set and during a
tie-break game, play shall be continuous, and the players shall change ends
without a rest. At the end of each set there shall be a set break of a maximum
of one hundred and twenty (120) seconds.
The maximum time starts from the moment that one-point finishes until the
first service is struck for the next point.
b) If, for reasons outside the player’s control, clothing, footwear, or necessary
equipment (excluding the racket) is broken or needs to be replaced, the player
may be allowed reasonable extra time to rectify the problem.
c) No extra time shall be given to allow a player to recover condition. However,
a player suffering from a treatable medical condition may be allowed one
medical time-out of three minutes for the treatment of that medical condition.
A limited number of toilet/change of attire breaks may also be allowed.
The warm-up time shall be a maximum of five (5) minutes, unless otherwise
decided by the event organizer.

SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT
TENNIS RULES TO media@sltennis.lk
WE WILL ANSWER THEM IN THE NEXT
MONTH'S MAGAZINE

Dharaka Ellawala
ITF Silver Badge
Referee
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SPORTS MEDICINE
It is no secret that all tennis players at every level want
to improve their game, and many feel that if it is faster,
the better it would be. They really want to play well and
feel good when they are hitting the ball with the racquet.
Players want to have energy on court and enjoy
performing on court. In that quest towards playing good
tennis, there are some natural endowments of the
human body that could be put to really good use to
enable us to play some decent or even great tennis.
There are a few golden rules that all tennis players need
to follow, regardless of skill or playing abilities. But so
many of us neglect at least three of these important
elements of tennis and it costs us big time. All of these
involve some fine-tuning and usage of our natural body
characteristics which are nature’s gift to us. These simple
tricks will help you play better tennis each and every
time you step out on to a tennis court.

USING
BIOLOGICAL
ENDOWMENTS OF
THE HUMAN
BODY TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE IN
TENNIS (PART 1)
DR B.J.C. PERERA

Tennis is a game where each and every time you bring
the racquet to the ball, you are made to hit a moving ball.
Even the serve is a stroke where one has to hit a moving
ball. The movement of the ball in air and off the ground is
the thing that determines how you return that ball and is
one of the more important considerations that determine
the ability to play good strokes. There are the boundaries
set as lines on the court and you have to keep the ball
bouncing within the set limits of the tennis court.
One cannot hit or control the ball unless one is able to
see the ball properly. Mother nature has gifted us with
five special senses such as vision, hearing, smell, taste
and touch. Of these, it is vision that counts a great deal
in tennis.
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We have heard, time and time again, coaches, trainers, parents
and even onlookers, telling tennis players to ‘watch the ball’.
However, there is a lot more to this than just watching the ball.
The human eye is a fantastic organ and it is like an extremely
sophisticated and high-powered wide-angled video camera
working at lightning fast pace and relentlessly in real time. The
images that are caught are then transmitted to the brain for
assimilation and appropriate action. All these processes are
super quick and take just micro or nano seconds at the best of
times. A tennis ball in play may travel at some speed through
different trajectories and visual focus on the ball involves fixing
on, following and tracking the ball.
When we play tennis, it is a venture of continuous visual
concentration on the speed, movement, spin and trajectory of
the ball; in air as well as off the ground. It is not enough to just
watch the ball coming to you and track it up to the time that
you hit the ball. One has to track it back to the opponent and
then back again to you on his or her return. There is no way in
which one could relax this constant visual tracking of the ball.
Due to the racquet speed that is used in any stroke, the actual
hitting of the ball may become a bit blurred but you will see the
ball coming off your racquet quite well and then you have to
follow its trajectory after the ‘hit’. One should not just track it
up to the time one hits the ball and then allow the vision to
relax and for the eyes to wander around. In point of fact,
everything else about hitting a ball well depends on early
tracking of the incoming ball.
The preparation for the shot that one is going to play,
positioning, foot-work, turning and coiling of the upper body,
taking the racquet back, the swing-path and the follow-through
all depend on intense visual tracking of the ball at all stages of
play. In such a scenario, actual ‘watching the ball’ becomes a
real and virtual mantra with no ending while the ball is in play.
If you track the ball well, you will be well on top of the ball,
time and time again.
To be continued in next month's issue......

Dr. B. J. C. Perera
MBBS(Cey), DCH(Cey), DCH(Eng), MD(Paed), MRCP(UK), FRCP(Edin), FRCP(Lon),
FRCPCH(UK), FSLCPaed, FCCP, Honorary FRCPCH(UK), Honorary FCGP(SL)
Specialist Consultant Paediatrician at Asiri Medical Hospital, Honorary Senior Fellow,
Postgraduate Institute of Medicine of the University of Colombo, and Founder
Member of the Sri Lanka Sports Medicine Association.
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DEVELOPMENT
DOMAIN
22

OUTSTATION DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Regional Tournaments
Due to lack of ranking events till September 2020 due to Covid 19, the SLTA
development department encouraged the regional coordinators to conduct
competition in the regions. The following regions conducted the events and the
details are given below
Chris Barathi Pillai
Head of Tennis
Development

Negombo - The event was organized by the Regional Coordinator Cristy Lenard
where 48 players participated held at the Negombo Tennis Club

Bandarawela - The event was organized by the Regional Coordinator B. Suren where 30 players participated
held at the Bandarwela Tennis Club
Batticaloa - The event was organized by the Regional Coordinator Thineshkumar where 35 players
participated held at the Batticaloa Tennis Training Center.
HITFIT (Recreational Tennis)
The 'HITFIT' event was held in Batticaloa on 17th September 2020 at the BTTC. The purpose of the event is
to get more players for recreational tennis.
There were 25 new players participated in the event and it was organized by the Lake view Tennis Club
Batticaloa under the guidance of Mr. Shiyananth (Participation Officer and Mr. Hariprashanth (Regional
Development Officer).
Development Visits by President and Secretary
The President and General Secretary has been visiting out station clubs over the last 2 months in order to
get the clubs involved in the regional development. This month visits were made to Negombo, Badulla and
Bandarawela.
More details are found in the news section.
NEW APPOINTMENTS
Regional Coordinator - Badulla
Following the visit of the President to Badulla,
the SLTA has appointed Mr Paranawithana as
the Regional Coordinator for Negombo region
with effect from 1st October 2020. Mr
Paranawithana is a war veteran and former
wheelchair player.
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WHEELCHAIR TENNIS UPDATE
Following on from the wheel chair player activation meeting last month, the
coordinators have been visiting the relevant authorities to find out potential players to
take up the game. We are very happy to report that Coordinator Paranawithana has
found 3 players and is due to start training in due course in Badulla.

Jagath Welikala
Head Coach
Wheelchair Tennis

The SLTA introduced a monthly internal tournament for our performance players. The
September edition was won by Ranaweera, after a tense battle in the final against our
top pro Gamini. We are extremely thankful for Shiyananth, Guyanga and Anjana for
organising the tournament, and Mr Rasika from United Sports for presenting the
winners with gift vouchers.

Our dream is only possible due to generous sponsors such as CICT, if you are interested in assisting the
players and/or the wheelchair tennis programme in any capacity please contact the SLTA via
sltennis@sltnet.lk.
Stay Safe!
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SLTA NEWS
SLTA President Mr. Iqbal bin Issack and
General Secretary Pradeep Goonesekera
visited the following clubs during the month
of September. Many discussions were held
on how to revive tennis activities with club
officials. The SLTA extends their gratitude
to Mr. Vincent Dias for taking a leading role
in the development of tennis in Uva
province.
UVA Planters Club
The club has 3 courts that have not been
used for last few years, The committee
plans to start a ranking tournament and a
coaching programme with SLTA support.
UVA Sports Club
This club is managed by the Municipal
Council of Badulla with 2 courts which were
not used for past 8 years due to a legal
issue. Since all issues are now cleared, the
Mayor of Badulla agreed to repair the
courts to be given for schools children to
play.
Old Duthians Club
This club has 1 court and the club members
are using the courts. The SLTA is
encouraging the club to begin a programme
for children from the surrounding schools.
Bandarawela Tennis Club
BTC is one of the oldest tennis club in Sri
lanka, where it is a host for a popular
tournament usually in April. The SLTA has
decided to upgrade the event to category 2
from next year. The SLTA President and
officials had a meeting with the club
committee where development plans were
discussed.
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SLTA NEWS

'Tennis Day' was held on Saturday, the 19th September 2020, at the Batticaloa. This event
was organized by the Regional Coordinator, Mr. Thinesh, and the Participation Officer, Mr.
S. Shiyananth under the guidance of the Sri Lanka Tennis Association.The event started
off with mini competitions for senior members and many activities were held throughout
the day there onwards. A total number of 25 players participated in the camp. The event
concluded successfully with many participants already fixing future tennis lessons.
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NATIONAL RANKINGS AS AT 28/09/2020
Boys U/12
Rank Name
1
Ganuka Fernando
2
Gehash Tissera
3
Jamal Sabry

Boys U/14
Rank Name
1
Vichinthya Nilaweera
2
Thilina Dissanayake
3
Ransath Peiris

Boys U/16
Rank Name
1
Chathurya Nilaweera
2
Nelaka Dissanayaka
3
Anuth Wijesinghe

Boys U/18
Rank Name
1
Luca Knese
2
Thehan Wijemanne
3
Chathurya Nilaweera
Men's Singles

Rank Name
1
Sharmal Dissanayake
2
Yasitha de Silva
3
Sankha Atukorale
Men's Doubles

Rank Name
1
Sankha Atukorale
2
Yasitha de Silva
3
Sharmal Dissanayake

Girls U/12
Rank Name
1
Oneli Samarawickrama
2
Arushi Charuni Thomas
3
Shashinika Chandrasiri

Girls U/14
Rank Name
1
Hasali Gajaba
2
Saneshi Willorarachchi
3
Ruvi Lewkebandara

Girls U/16
Rank Name
1
Anjalika Kurera
2
Tania Doloswala
3
Preethikaa Chandramohan

Girls U/18
Rank Name
1
Anjalika Kurera
2
Savini Jayasuriya
3
Tania Doloswala
Women's Singles

Rank Name
1
Anika Seneviratne
2
Janali Kawya Manamperi
3
Anjalika Kurera
Women's Doubles

Rank Name
1
Alana Seneviratne
2
Anika Seneviratne
3
Janali Kawya Manamperi
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BLAST FROM
THE PAST
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ACE INTERVIEW
This month we interview a

How did you get into tennis?

popular

although

player,

coach

and

My mother was keen for me to take up tennis,
I

would

have

preferred

present member of the national

soccer/football.

selection committee, Jayendra

What was training days like when you played

Wijesekera.

Getting up early physical training, including

at the highest level?
running, gym work, eating healthy under advice

Wijesekera

is

a

national

champion and a Davis Cup

of a nutritionist, no drinking or smoking,
meditation at least 20 min a day 6-7 hours a
day of tennis training.

hero, representing Sri Lanka in

What is your best moment on a tennis court?

29 ties from 1989 to 2000.

and I go into a meditative state at the start of a

When the ball is in my hand, I close my eyes
match.
What did you learn from tennis?
Respect, humility and discipline.
How is tennis different now from when you
played?
The equipment / racket quality has changed.
Now players depend on supplements, those
days we had not heard the word ‘supplement’
we would eat wholesome home cooked meals
by our mother.
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Any memorable stories or people you
can share with us?
One story that Arjun tells us, whilst he
was touring with George Paldano,
who carried only one racket. When
George was asked ‘why only one
racket?’ he replied to the youngster:
ONE RACKET BUT MANY SHOTS

What are you doing now?
I continue to have a disciplined
lifestyle, I eat healthy (lots of CBP)
cycle and walk everyday.

I see my

physiotherapist regularly and do my
exercises accordingly, to continue my
recovery from a severe stroke 2 years
ago. I take Ayurveda treatments,
acupuncture

and

homeopathic

medicine as well as meditate 20
minutes per day. Further do I try to
contribute to Sri Lanka tennis, by
being

on

the

national

selection

committee.
What advice can you give to our
future champions?
Respect your parents, travel overseas
as often as possible as it is important
to experience tennis standard outside
of

Sri

Lanka.

Keep

away

from

supplements, consume a good diet of
Sri Lankan organic fruit, vegetables
and seafood, rest well (8 hours of
sleep at least per night) work hard
whilst living life to the fullest.
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GUESS & WIN
GUESS THE PLAYER
AND WIN SLTA CAPS
E-MAIL OR TEXT YOUR
ANSWER WITH YOUR NAME
AND CONTACT NUMBER TO
media@sltennis.lk
+9477 158 7734

LAST MONTH'S ANSWER Harshana Godammana
WINNERS
Sandithi Usgodaarachchi
Methvan Wijemanne
Abdul Baasith Cader
Many readers sent the correct answer, the
winners were selected through a random
pick of the correct answers. The Baseline
Team will contact the winners in due course.

July

edition

winner
with

Bhishman

the

Yonex

Grips
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